
Hilltop Brand Guidelines

Stacked

Color Variations

This logo will get the most use. 
Choosing whether to use the stacked or horizontal version will depend on what works best in the space that is available. 

Use the cream + gold half-color logo variation on top of the purple brand color.
Do not use a full-color variation, such as all gold or all cream.
If using the all black or all white logo variation, make sure that you have good contrast with the logo and its background color.
Avoid using an o�-brand color for the background. 

Horizontal

Primary Logo
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Secondary | Emblem

Secondary | No Icon

Secondary | Tags
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This logo variation will be useful for branding materials such as T-shirts, postcards 
and other church-branded swag.
This logo does not work well at small sizes. 
As with the primary logo, try to use alongside brand colors and make sure it has great 
contrast with its background color.

When printing at small sizes, this will be the best varation to use.
As with the other logo variations, try to use alongside brand colors 
and make sure it has great contrast with its background color. 

These logo variations should be used only when there is ample space to do so.
As with the other logo variations, use alongside brand colors and make sure it has great contrast with its background color. 
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Hilltop has three primary colors: a dark, light, and a highlight.

Urbane Bold should be the primary heading font.
Source Sans Pro Regular should be the primary subheader and 
body copy font.
Both are available through Adobe fonts: 
Source Sans: https://fonts.adobe.com/fonts/source-sans
Urbane: https://fonts.adobe.com/fonts/urbane
If you don’t have access to an Adobe license:
Source Sans: https://github.com/adobe-fonts/source-sans-pro
Urbane: Alternate font, Berthold Akzidenz Grotesk Bold is provided 
in the Font folder

Color

Font

Works best as a background color, 
for good contrast.

HEX #2B2639

Dark Purple

Works best as a spot color, for 
selective callout use.

HEX #E2BC75

Highlight Gold

Works best as a background color, 
for good contrast.

HEX #FFFAF6

Light Cream

Headings Body

Header of Text
Subheader of text
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Additional Guidelines

Header
Subheader of text

Yeah, but if The Pirates of the Caribbean breaks 
down, the pirates don’t eat the tourists. Must go 
faster. Eventually, you do plan to have dinosaurs on 
your dinosaur tour, right? Your scientists were so 
preoccupied with whether or not they could, they 
didn't stop to think if they should. 

Header

Subheader of text

H e a d e r
S u b h e a d e r  o f  t e x t

The logo should have plenty of padding around it. No other elements (shapes or text) should come close to touching it.

If using the logo over top of a photo, ensure that the logo 
remains legible and has good contrast.

Choose warm-toned photos.

Outdoor photography including trees, mountains, hills, 
farmland are a plus!

Whenever possible, favor original photography over stock.

Subheader text should not be too close or too far apart from the heading text. 
The heading and subheader/body font should not have extreme kerning applied.

Photography


